Textile Center Supply List

_Sew Men’s Briefs from Repurposed T-Shirts_

Kathleen Richert

Please bring with you to class:
Materials fee $7, payable to the instructor (includes master patterns, kraft paper, transfer paper, handouts, elastic, and use of instructor’s tools)
Sewing machine, foot control, and manual – Machine must have a zigzag stitch!
Ball point needles, size #70/10
4-6 T-shirts (medium, large, or extra large), washed – Choose cotton shirts with printed images and words in coordinating colors. We may combine images and pieces from several shirts to make the briefs.
Thread, in colors that work with your shirt choices
Pins or pattern weights
Sharp fabric scissors

There will be time reserved at the end of class for clean up. Please help this process go quickly by assisting the instructor.

Parking is available in the lot behind our building, as well as our newly purchased lot at 3018 University Ave SE. Look for the green signs.